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It was just four short years ago that I was asked to join the interim

Board of Directors for what was to become CoSA Canada. In our

first meetings, I had the chance to get to know better the dedicated

group of individuals that worked tirelessly to ensure the future of

our work. In 2018, just over a year into an exciting five-year

project with Public Safety Canada that has enabled us to open a

national office under the leadership of Kathryn Bliss, I end my term

as Chair of the first Board of Directors with a sense of gratitude for

having had the opportunity to engage in the important work of

CoSA from coast to coast.  

 

What I am most proud of is the courage that each one of you has

displayed in this process, and especially as we prepare to expand

our work further. The incoming Board of Directors will have a new

set of tasks to accomplish. What under-served communities need

CoSA? Where ought our services be expanded? What partnerships

need to be fostered to grow our organization? How do we ensure

that our work is sustainable in the future? Despite these and other

challenges, however, I am confident that the incoming directors

will be just as energized by the work of CoSA practitioners, the

dedication of our volunteers and the stories of success with Core

Members as I have been. 

 

With Sincere Gratitude, 

 

David Byrne  

Chair, CoSA Canada 
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Dear Friends, Colleagues and Supporters, 

 

It has been a busy foundational year for both CoSA Canada and the CoSA National

Capacity Project. We are making progress toward fulfilling our mission and growing as an

organization while putting in place the structures and foundation needed for our young

organization. I have reflected a lot this year on what a humbling experience it is to be in

this position and part of such an amazing community of committed and passionate people.

 Travelling across the country and meeting site staff and hearing the stories of the amazing

work being done across the country has left me with a true appreciation for the wealth of

expertise that exists within this community.  Our challenge as a national organization will

be to use this expertise to grow CoSA and create a more sustainable base for the work.   

 

This past year has seen some important milestones for CoSA Canada including the official 

 Launch of the organization as part of the 2017 National Restorative Justice Symposium.

Some important reconnections were made this year as CoSA practitioners were able to

come together once again at the first National Gathering since 2014. Building on the

success of the past year CoSA Canada is poised to continue building on the momentum of

this first year.  

 

I offer my warmest thanks to all who have provided assistance, support and patience in

this busy first year.  Thank you also to the Board for its guidance and encouragement.  I am

particularly grateful to a wonderful staff—Lisa, Nikki and Sandie who manage to keep

everything on track with professionalism and humour. 

I look forward to the upcoming year knowing that the accomplishments of 2017-18—and

indeed the past 20 plus years—have set CoSA up for a period of renewal, growth, and hope. 

 

With appreciation, 

 

 

 

Kathryn Bliss 

Executive Director, CoSA Canada 

WORDS FROM THE 
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David Byrne                     Board Chair 

Randy Klassen                Secretary 

Hugh Kirkegaard          Chair, Human Resources Committee 

Neil Hannam                   Chair, Fundraising Committee 

Bo Gajda                            Chair, Communications Committee 

Eileen Henderson 

Otto Driedger 

Peter Huish 

Françoise Crabalona 

Wayne Northey 
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In May of 2017, we were pleased to announce that Public Safety Canada (PSC) provided
CoSA Canada with a five-year funding package through the National Crime Prevention
Strategy Crime Prevention Action Fund. Using this funding, CoSA Canada and PSC will
undertake the CoSA National Capacity Project (CNCP), running from April 1, 2017, to
March 31, 2022, which will support and grow CoSA across Canada. The project will aid
CoSA sites in 14 communities across the country to help offenders accept accountability
and responsibility for their actions as they complete their sentences and return to the
community.  In addition to fostering the sustainable growth of CoSA in Canada, the CNCP
has the aims of:  
 
      • Reducing recidivism of sexual offenders;  
      • Promoting and assisting the safe and successful reintegration of sexual offenders;  
      • Improving the CoSA Canada Operational Model, and developing best practices                 
          and  materials to support it;  
      • Strengthening the body of research on CoSA; and  
      • Enhancing public understanding of CoSA and our core members.  
 
All participating sites are required to follow a common operational model – the CoSA
Canada Operational Model – that has been developed by CoSA Canada in consultation with
partners around the country and the world.  The use of a common operational model will
allow us to ensure that common standards are met nationwide, while also ensuring that
project results from different regions may be effectively compared with one another. At
the same time, this approach will still ensure that differences between sites are respected,
allowing local organizations with local expertise the freedom to address local needs.  
 
While CoSA will continue to prioritize those at highest risk of recidivism and with the
highest needs, restrictions on working only with those formally designated “High Risk”
have been removed, as have restrictions on working with those referred from sources
other than Correctional Service Canada, and restrictions on those on parole or under other
forms of supervision. This marks a significant change for the work of CoSA across the
country. 
 
The CNCP will also include an independent evaluation of both the project and of CoSA
itself. The evaluation team, led by Dr. Diane Crocker based at Saint Mary’s University, will
administer all interviews and questionnaires related to this evaluation. 



OUR SITES

Catholic Justice
Services Society 

Vancouver/Fraser

Valley, BC 
 

Mennonite Central
Committee Alberta 

Calgary, AB 
 

CoSA South
Saskatchewan 

Regina, SK 
 

The Micah Mission 
Saskatoon, SK 

 
Parkland

Restorative Justice 
Prince Albert, SK

Initiatives for Just
Communities 
Winnipeg, MB 

 
Peterborough

Reintegration Services 
Peterborough, ON 

 
Mennonite Central
Committee Ontario 

Toronto and Surrounding

Areas 
 

CoSA Ottawa 
Ottawa, ON 

 
 

Cercles de Soutien
et de Responsabilité

du Québec 
Montréal, QC 

 
Mouvement
Communitas 
Montreal, QC 

 
Halifax Community
Chaplaincy Society 

Halifax, NS

Moncton Community
Chaplaincy 

Moncton, NB
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On November 20, 2017, CoSA Canada

hosted our official launch as part of the

2017 National Restorative Justice

Symposium in Ottawa, Ontario. 

 

Longtime supporters, friends and staff of

CoSA Canada were honoured to come

together to celebrate the future of the

organization. Remarks were given by our

Executive Director, Kathryn Bliss, as well

as our Board Chair, David Byrne. Both

provided reflections on the origins,

hopes and successes of CoSA Canada.

Both expressed a profound thank you to

Public Safety Canada for generous

funding of the CoSA National Capacity

Project.  

 

CoSA Canada was grateful to have had

the Honourable Minister of Public Safety

and Emergency Preparedness, Ralph

Goodale, provide remarks as part of the

celebrations. Minister Goodale

highlighted CoSA as an example of the

government's commitment to evidence-

based policy and to the continuous need

for CoSA in Canada. We are thankful to

have had Minister Goodale be a part of

our celebrations and for his recognition

of the hard work of CoSA cross the

country.  

OFFICIAL COSA 
CANADA LAUNCH
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2017 NATIONAL 
GATHERING
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Every year, the CoSA Canada sites have a chance to gather and spend time with one

another at the CoSA Canada National Gathering. The intention of the National

Gathering is to give members of the CoSA community a chance to come together,

connect, share, and discuss the challenges and successes of the past year. This

Gathering was especially significant as there had not been a Gathering since the

conclusion of the Demonstration Project in 2014. With new funding from the Ministry

of Public Safety for the CoSA Canada National Capacity Project, CoSA Canada has

made annual Gatherings a top priority. 

 

This Gathering provided an opportunity to reunite the sites and allow for a time of

reflection on the journey of CoSA Canada and share their hopes and dreams for the

future. The goal of the gathering was to begin paving a unified path forward in the

realization of the objectives of CoSA Canada as a collective voice for this work. 
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Over the course of the two-day meeting, sites

had a chance to explore various facets of the

CoSA Canada National Capacity Project.

Some of the key questions and intentions

made on the outset were: What do support

and accountability mean in the context of the

larger collective? How do CoSA sites support

and enable one another to achieve their goals?

How do CoSA sites ignite each other and grow

together? How can CoSA sites nurture and

build relationships together and with partners

and the public in general? These questions

helped to foster an intentional conversation

and meeting. 

 

After initial introductions, board members

and staff shared reflections on the evolution

of CoSA Canada as an organization. After

these reflections, we took the time to go

around the room and introduce everyone. The

goal of this exercise was to help become

acquainted with one another, but also to

establish a sense of community and

togetherness, to ensure that no one felt they

were doing this work "alone".  

 

Over the course of the next two days,

gathering attendees listened in on a session

regarding the CoSA Operational Model lead

by David Byrne. This session elaborated on

the intentions of the Operational Model and

spoke to the time and effort put into

developing to ensure that the experiences of

CoSA sites nation-wide were represented.  

 

Subsequently, there was a presentation on

the CNCP Independent Researcher. Dr. Diane

Crocker from Saint Mary's University (Lead

Project Evaluator) conducted this session.   

 

 

Dr. Crocker spoke to the importance of the

evaluation and shared insight into how she

and her team will be conducting the

evaluation. 

 

Gathering attendees also had the privilege of

having Rev. Pierre Allard speak a few words of

encouragement at the event. Mr. Allard spoke

to the importance of community within CoSA

as well as to the growth of CoSA over the

decades. CoSA is honoured to have had Pierre

join us during our time together.  

 

A final piece of the 2017 National Gathering

was the Open-Space sessions hosted by Tim

Fleming. In these sessions, attendees had the

opportunity to come up with topics/ideas

important to them and discuss these with

each other. These sessions yielded important

questions and solutions. Some of the most

notable being: the importance of self-care,

how to better serve Indigenous Core

Members, the role of site staff in circles, and

how/when to incorporate faith into circles. All

topics shared and discussed helped to frame

goals and solutions for the future of CoSA. 

 

Overall, the 2017 National Gathering was

hugely successful and helped to establish a

renewed sense of community and

commonality across the country. National

Gatherings continue to be a top priority for

CoSA Canada. We are thankful to have had

the opportunity to spend quality time with

one another. 
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FINANCES 

Audited Financials Statements
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69% 

1%

 
1%

 
4%

 
4%

 
4%

 
17%

CoSA Canada
Audit

CoSA Canada Expenses

National 
Gathering

Evaluation

Site Expenses

CoSA Canada 
Start-Up Costs

CNCP Travel
& Training

The following represents a breakdown of the combined expenses of
the CoSA National Capacity Project for the fiscal year 2017-2018  
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Thank you!

We would like to acknowledge the financial
support received from Public Safety Canada

through the National Crime Prevention Strategy. 
 

Thank you to all of those who have supported
CoSA over the years and to those who continue to

share our commitment to making a difference. 
We are also grateful. 
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Contact us:


